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Olympic Quiz 

(Slovakia-Hungary) 
23.06.2015 
 
The competition is organized by the Hungarian Olympic Academy and the Slovak Olympic Committee 
with the support of Slovak Olympic Academy together.  
 
Objectives 

 To inspire young people to learn about Olympic history, spread information about Olympism and 
also make them interested about it in the future 

 To provide students, who are interested in the international Olympic history, with the opportunity 
to compete and match their knowledge 

 It is important to build up a strong relationship between the countries, and also a friendship 
between the students. During the competition cooperation, fair play and other values will be 
emphasized.  

 To organize a final in Budapest for the best teams, so that they can represent their schools and 
also their countries successfully.  

 
Schedule of the online rounds 

Every two weeks on Wednesday, Thursday between 13:00 and 19:00 

0. Test round: 23 – 24. September, 2015 
1. Round: 30. September – 01. October, 2015 
2. Round: 14 – 15. October, 2015 
3. Round: 28 – 29. October, 2015 
4. Round: 11 – 12. November, 2015 
5. Round: 25 – 26. November, 2015 
Place and IT devices have to be provided by the schools itself and also it has to inform participants 
about the dates.  
 
Applications 

Teams have to fill in the online application form (page: http://olympicquiz.p92rdi.hu) and submit it 
online. After that the subsystem will send an ID number and a code to the teams’ e-mail addresses that 
has been given before. With the given code, teams can sign in the program. In order to be able compete 
online during the given time period and see the results after, teams have to send the last page of the 
application form signed and stamped by their school.  
 
Application is open until 16th of September 2015 

Address for the stamped and signed forms: jmezo.maria@mob.hu. 
 

http://olympicquiz.p92rdi.hu/
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Participants 

 Teams: min 4, max 8 student 
 Finals: max 4 student as participants, but all 8 can travel to Budapest 
 Age group (birth dates): 01. January, 1996 - 31. December, 2000 
 Teams with correctly filled and submitted applications will be accepted 
 Maximum one team/school 

 
Costs 
Every occurring cost will be covered by the Hungarian Olympic Academy and the Slovak Olympic  
Commitee together. 
 
Program of the online competition 

 Time period: 5 weeks 

 Questions: pools, odd one out, picture description, tables 
 Access: HOC homepage (link will be inserted soon) 
 Access limitation: during the hours per two days when the questionnaires are available, codes 

of the teams can be used only one time to sign in and give the answers 
 Time limitation: each questions have to be answered within a given time, after that, answers 

cannot be given the page will be inactivated 
 Please, always read the guide of the questionnaire! 
 Feedback: the same page will provide students with the results after the end of the online 

rounds, on Friday 
 In case drawn result after the 5th round, time-results will be taken into consideration to decide, 

who can be qualified for the final. (Teams with less time spent for answers will be qualified) 
 IT Support Desk:  

o Slovak Technical Team, Mojmir Gasko gasko@olympic.sk  
o Hungary, p92RDI: Olympic.quiz.support@p92rdi.hu 

 
The final 

 Date: 13. February, 2016 (Saturday), 11:00 

 Organizer: Hungarian Olympic Academy 
 Place: Larus Restaurant, Csörsz street 18/b, Budapest, H-1124 
 Participants: 8 teams (4 Slovakian-4 Hungarian) with the best results on the online rounds.  
 The jury: 4 from SOA, 4 from HOA 
 Personally presented teams have to answer questions in English (oral/written) 
 The detailed program of the final will be agreed and submitted by the Slovak and Hungarian  

Olympic Academy together 
 The detailed guide of the final will be found on the HOC homepage, any other decision will be 

made by the Organizing Committee and the jury 
 In case of drawn results, final places have to be decided by additional (extra) questions  
 In case of cancellation, the next team with the best result among the remaining teams will be 

qualified 

mailto:gasko@olympic.sk
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 Identification of participants: ID card and school’s certification 
 Technical meeting before the final: the participants (4-4) of each team will be accepted and 

qualified 
 Price:  

o Places I-III: medal, diploma, books and IT devices 
o I. place: the team (4 students, 1 teacher) will be invited to the International interactive 

seminar for students organized by the Slovak Olympic Committee in 22-25, June, 2016 
in  
Bratislava.  

o The idea of the Seminar is to support the cooperation in sport and cultural area among 
youth, regardless of the country they come from. It is to support the youth in pursuing 
the common interests and activities while understanding and learning about the 
different cultures. 

o The communication language of the event will be English. Slovak Olympic Committee 
will provide accommodation, full board, and cover the expenses for planned activities 
throughout the whole event for all participants. Participants are asked to cover their 
travel expenses and insurance.  

 
Topics 

1. Olympic Symbols, medals, posters, mascots 
2. XXVI. Olympic Games, Atlanta, 1996. General information, I-III. places with the focus of Slovak 

and Hungarian results 
3. Hungarian and Slovakian canoe (slalom, sprint) results at the Olympic Games from 1996, 

Atlanta 
 
Recommended sources: 

 HOC homepage: www.mob.hu 
 SOC homepage: http://www.milujemsport.olympic.sk/publikacie/publikacie-mov 

 IOC homepage: www.olympic.org , http://m.olympic.org/atlanta-1996-summer-olympics 
 Publication of the Polish Olympic Academy: http://coubertin.org/docs/GA2014_ENG.pdf 

 
 

Budapest, 3. September 2015.                          
                                                              Best regards: 
 

           
                            Dr. Aján Tamás                             Dr. Jakabházyné Mező Mária 
                            HOA President                                        HOA General Secretary 
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